A new method of extracting the relaxation matrix directly from absorption spectral data is formulated and applied to R-branch line mixing in HCN. The formulation makes use of a general iterative inversion algorithm based upon first-order sensitivity analysis and Tikhonov regularization. The recovered relaxation matrices describe line mixing much better than those derived from the fitting laws currently in use, and the inversion algorithm usually converges within just three iterations. This formulation presents the first known method for extracting the imaginary, off-diagonal elements of the relaxation matrix.
I. INTRODUCTION
The familiar description of the shape of absorption lines as the Lorentzian becomes inadequate as pressure broadening causes adjacent lines to overlap and merge in a nonlinear manner. This phenomenon, known as line mixing, can be attributed to inelastic collisions that transfer coherence among the rovibrational transitions of overlapping lines. Line mixing has practical applications in the fields of atmospheric science and combustion diagnostics and, in addition, can provide information on collision dynamics and the underlying intermolecular potential.
1 It is therefore highly desirable to formulate a good model of this phenomenon in order to accurately describe and predict such pressurebroadened spectra, as well as to probe the dynamics and the potential.
The theory of line mixing was pioneered by Anderson, 2 Baranger, 3 and Koleb and Griem, 4 and reformulated by Fano 5 by adapting methods from scattering theory to the Liouville representation of density matrices. The governing quantity within this formalism is the relaxation operator ͗M c ()͘, first introduced by Zwanzig. 6 This underlying quantity ͗M c ()͘ uniquely determines the pressurebroadened spectra and, in addition, provides a theoretical connection to the collision dynamics and the intermolecular potential.
Within the impact approximation, 7 the frequencydependent ͗M c ()͘ operator reduces to a frequencyindependent relaxation matrix, W, whose elements are directly proportional to the collision cross sections thermally averaged over collision velocity. 8 Current parametric models for the W matrix, such as the physically based energycorrected-sudden ͑ECS͒ inelastic rate scaling law, 9 and simple empirical models such as the modified exponential gap ͑MEG͒ law and the power-exponential gap ͑PEG͒ law, 10 typically fit pressure-broadened spectra only moderately well. Hence, the development of an algorithm to extract a W matrix from laboratory data that is capable of describing line mixing more precisely would be useful. To this end, an inversion method is presented to determine a suitable W matrix from experimentally determined absorption spectra. The algorithm, based on the Tikhonov regularization procedure for ill-posed problems, has been successfully applied to the determination of potential surfaces using data from elastic 11 and inelastic 12 scattering, gas-surface scattering, 13 and rovibrational spectroscopy. 14 In this paper, the R branch of HCN is considered in detail as a case study. Recently, Romanini and Lehmann 15 have reported the overtone absorption spectra for the 106←000 ͑1ϭCN, 0ϭbend, 6ϭCH͒ transition in HCN, measured at room temperature over a pressure range of 28.4 to 724.8 Torr. The measurements were obtained using cavity ring-down spectroscopy, resulting in a very good signal-tonoise ratio, with resolution limited only by the pulsed dye laser (0.04 cm Ϫ1 Ϯ50%). The high quality of this data makes it ideal for purposes of inversion.
The subsequent parts of this paper are organized as follows: In Sec. II A, the relevant elements from the theory of line mixing are presented along with the necessary forward sensitivity analysis. The inversion algorithm is described in Sec. II B, and the results of an inversion using data obtained via simulation for the R branch of HCN are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the inversion results using the experimental data of Romanini and Lehmann are presented and, finally, a brief summary with concluding remarks is given in Sec. V.
II. THEORY

A. Forward analysis
Within the impact approximation, the absorption coefficient ͑͒ describing the overlapping of spectral lines can be written as 
where is the frequency, n is the molecular density, d is a vector of transition amplitudes, is a diagonal matrix composed of population differences, and G is a complex matrix defined as
with I representing the identity matrix, v 0 a diagonal matrix of transition frequencies, P the pressure, and W the relaxation matrix. The real, diagonal elements of the W matrix are the broadening coefficients ␥ I , and the imaginary, diagonal elements are the pressure shifts ⌬v I 0 . In the limit that all of the off-diagonal elements of W tend toward zero, ␥ I represents the width of the Lorentzian describing the line shape, and ⌬v I 0 the shift in the position of the line from v II 0 . The real, off-diagonal elements are related to the collision rates ⌫ JK by the relation W JK ϭϪF⌫ JK , where F is an empirical factor accounting for such mechanisms as dephasing and elastic reorientation. 15 All of the rate laws currently in use model only ⌫ JK , with ␥ I often obtained using the sum rule.
1
A physical description of the imaginary, off-diagonal elements is obscure, and hence no scaling law-like model is available, prompting most researchers to arbitrarily set all of the elements to zero.
The computation of ͑͒ is simplified considerably by defining the frequency-independent H matrix,
and diagonalizing it via a similarity transform to obtain the eigenvalues i :
where ⍀ IJ ϭ␦ IJ I . Since, for a given , G differs from H by a constant diagonal matrix, G is also diagonalized by A, and Eq. ͑1͒ can be written 16 as
͑5͒
From Eq. ͑1͒ it can be readily seen that adding a small variation to G ͑i.e., ␦G͒ results in the addition of a response ␦͑͒ to ͑͒ according to the relation
͑6͒
In order to avoid the inversion of a sum of matrices, (G ϩ␦G) Ϫ1 can be expanded as
Also, from Eq. ͑2͒, it can be seen that ␦GϭϪiP ␦W; hence
Substituting the result of Eq. ͑8͒ into Eq. ͑6͒, keeping firstorder terms only, and subtracting Eq. ͑1͒ yields the following:
In order to simplify the computation, the vectors Q and R are introduced:
Separating the real and imaginary parts of the following as ␦Wϭ␦WЈϩi ␦WЉ, Q()ϭQЈ()ϩiQЉ(), and R() ϭRЈ()ϩiRЉ(), expressions can be written for the real sensitivity matrices KЈ() and KЉ(), collectively denoted as K:
Equation ͑11͒ may now be expressed as
Direct inversion, or a least-squares fit, of the matrix equation to obtain ␦W is generally not possible, since empirically it is found that for all the K() matrices are ill conditioned. At any given , the K() matrices have some diagonal matrix elements that are very small, and hence classical inversion schemes such as the Gauss-Siedel iterative method must also fail. However, Eq. ͑13͒ relates infinitesimal changes in ͑͒ to those in W JK in a way that is analogous to the discertized version of a Fredholm integral equation of the general form ␦a(x)ϭ͚ i ͐k i (x,y)␦b i (y)dy. An iterative solution to an equation of this form has been presented in a recent paper, 12 based on the inversion algorithm of Ho and Rabitz, 11 which draws on the Tikhonov regularization scheme. A method of inversion based on that algorithm shall be developed in Sec. II B.
The line mixing theory presented thus far does not take into account Doppler broadening due to translational motion. Hence, it is necessary to convolve ͑͒ if it is to be compared with an experimentally determined spectrum: , where v 0 is the band origin, is assumed to be constant over a relevant region of the spectrum. Here the parameters are the temperature T, pressure P, and mass M of the molecule. For purposes of inversion, the convolution of ͑͒ necessitates an identical convolution of both K() matrices:
In addition, if a comparison with laboratory data is to be made, both ͑͒ and K() may have to be further convolved, e.g., with a Gaussian function of standard deviation res , to account for the finite resolution of the measurement apparatus:
B. Method of inversion
The objective of the inversion algorithm presented here is to obtain a relaxation matrix W, which, when used to theoretically calculate a given absorption spectrum, reproduces to within experimental error the spectrum ͑͒ obtained from good laboratory sources. It is implicitly assumed that the transition frequencies v 0 , transition amplitudes d, and population differences can be obtained via a separate method. The first step in the inversion scheme is to choose a reference relaxation matrix W 0 , such as can be obtained from one of the fitting laws. Next, Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑12͒ are solved to obtain an approximate spectrum 0 () and its corresponding sensitivities K(), which are then convolved according to Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͒. It should be noted that, in practice, all measurements of ͑͒ will be discrete ( q ), measured at N frequencies from 1 to N , and that must be compared with discrete 0 ( q ), calculated at identical frequencies. Since the magnitudes of ( q ), often expressed in arbitrary units, and 0 ( q ) will, in general, be different, it is necessary to multiply 0 ( q ) and the discrete K( q ) by an appropriate normalization factor Z:
According to the Tikhonov regularization procedure, an approximate solution to Eq. ͑13͒ can be obtained by minimizing the following functional ⌽͑␣,␦W͒:
where zeroth-order regularization has been chosen, ␦( q ) ϭ( q )Ϫ 0 ( q ), and the norms for ␦WЈ and ␦WЉ are understood in the Frobenius sense as a sum over the square of each element. The regularization parameter ␣ may be optimally determined by minimizing the differences between ( q ) and a trial spectrum The form of J(␣) may be selected in such a manner that experimental errors ⑀͓( q )͔ can be accounted for and random noise filtered out, e.g., by convolution with a Gaussian function of standard deviation filt :
The solution of Eq. ͑17͒ in the least squares sense is given by
where the inner product (␦͉u p ) is given by
and p 2 and u p are the singular values and vectors, respectively, of the relevant Gram matrix M, defined as
͑21͒
Once ␦W has been calculated, it is added to W 0 to obtain a new, improved relaxation matrix. The sum is then used as the new reference relaxation matrix for the next iteration. Convergence is achieved when 0 ( q ) agrees with ( q ) to within experimental error.
III. A TEST OF THE INVERSION ALGORITHM
In order to test the algorithm described in the preceding section, it was thought prudent to first apply it to synthetic data where the W matrix is ''known,'' rather than proceed directly to experimental data, where such factors as noise and the finite instrumental resolution, often imprecisely known, might obscure any deficiencies of the method. Only after testing and refinement, if necessary, may it be applied with some level of confidence to experimental data. Using a variation of the random-phase approximation, 1 Romanini and Lehmann determined that the MEG scaling law gave the best overall fit to their HCN R-branch data, 15 with many of the relevant parameters being obtained from a previous Qbranch study of HCN, 8 where, e.g., the calculation of certain parameters is less problematic than in the R branch. 17 All imaginary elements of the W matrix, including the diagonal elements, were arbitrarily set to zero. 15 Synthetic data generated from the MEG-law W matrix for ͑1͒ a low-pressure case of 28.4 Torr and ͑2͒ an intermediate-pressure case of 379.9 Torr, were chosen to test the algorithm. Doppler broadening and related effects were simulated via a Rautian distribution function ͓see Eq. ͑14͔͒, and an instrument function of res ϭ0.04 cm Ϫ1 was factored in ͓see Eq. ͑15͔͒. An inversion seeking the recovery of both the real and imaginary elements of W was also run at Pϭ28. 4 Torr and an initial guess W 0 ϭ0.5 * W MEG to see how faithfully WЉϭ0 was recovered. Some relatively small nonzero elements did arise in the the recovered elements of WЉ that oscillated around zero. The results confirm the stability of the algorithm, and following Romanini and Lehmann, all imaginary elements of W were arbitrarily set to zero, and only the real part of the W matrix was sought to be recovered in the inversions described below.
It should be noted that filt in Eq. ͑18͒ was chosen such that it would be suitable for the HCN R-branch experimental data. Since there seemed to be relatively more noise far away from the band head, and in order to preserve all the features close to the band head ͑i.e., toward N ͒, filt was chosen to be filt ͑ q ͒ϭ 0.555 cm
͑22͒
This function smoothed out the noise well, yet retained the bulk of the features of the spectrum. This form for filt was used for all inversions reported in this work. Sensitivities with respect to the diagonal W matrix elements are shown in Fig. 1 for a pressure of 28.4 Torr, and an additional sensitivity calculation, not displayed for brevity, was run for 379.9 Torr; both are pressures for which experimental data are available. At both pressures, the magnitudes of K JJ Ј () and K JJ Љ () are comparable with each other, indicating the nearly equal importance of the broadening coefficients and the pressure shifts in determining the spectrum. Although the trends are quite similar at either pressure, the magnitude of the sensitivities is much larger for P ϭ379.9 Torr, and the sensitivities possess a somewhat richer structure at the higher pressure. This is consistent with the fact that pressure-broadening effects increase with increasing pressure. However, for purposes of inversion, this increased sensitivity with increasing pressure is offset somewhat by the simultaneous diminishing of spectral features. For both K JJ Ј () and K JJ Љ (), a characteristic arclike feature appears in the plots for either pressure, indicating that any given area of the spectrum is sensitive to only a very small number of W JJ values. This is quite reasonable, since one would expect those regions of the spectrum immediately surrounding any given line to be most sensitive to its respective phase-shift and pressure-broadening coefficients, as well as those immediately surrounding them in J, yet relatively insensitive to phase shifts and pressure-broadening far removed in J. The arclike structure also falls off in magnitude beginning around Jϭ30, which is consistent with the Jϭ40 cutoff in Eq. ͑5͒ used by Romanini and Lehmann in their theoretical computations. 15 Plots of K JK Ј () and K JK Љ () for J K, not shown for brevity, also typically display arclike structures, and possess elements of significant magnitude only for J ϭKϮ1, 2, or 3. For sensitivities with respect to the real, off-diagonal W matrix elements, this limited range of signifi- Fig. 2͑b͔͒ .
The lower values of J are most important for line mixing, especially at low pressures. As shown in Fig. 3 . The diagonal elements are recovered well for JϽ10 and show some improvement for 10рJϽ16, but no significant improvement for Jу16, suggesting a somewhat smaller effective region of significance than predicted by the sensitivity analysis alone. This can be understood by considering the fact that, at higher pressures, the diminishing features of the spectrum, in general, reduce the overall information content of the data and heighten the nonuniqueness of the inversion problem. This improvement toward the correct W matrix is reassuring. Very good overall agreement between rec () and MEG () is achieved, with some small discrepancies toward the band head ͑see Fig. 7͒ . The inversion algorithm converged within five iterations. It should be noted that the general insensitivity of a spectrum predicted by the MEG law to off-diagonal elements was demonstrated by the fact that, apart from W J,JϮ1 Ј , very few elements recovered for any of the inversions reported above rigorously obeyed the detailed balance
IV. APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Although the structure of the absorption spectrum is richer at lower pressures, two factors make the use of very low-pressure data unattractive. The accuracy of the recovered W matrix is inherently limited by the validity of the Doppler spectral distribution model used in Eq. ͑14͒ as well as by how well the resolution of the measurements is known ͓i.e., the instrument function in Eq. ͑15͔͒. For the former consideration, collisional ͑Dicke͒ narrowing of the ͑Gauss-ian͒ Doppler distribution is often modeled by a Voigt, uncorrelated Rautian ͑hard collision͒, as was chosen for this work, or Galatry ͑soft collision͒ profile, all of which neglect asymmetries. It is possible to account for asymmetries by modifying the Rautian or Galatry profiles to account for partial correlations between velocity-and state-changing collisions. 18 However, at this point, it seems unclear as to which model works best when, and, indeed, if all mechanisms for broadening not accounted for in the line-shape formalism of Eqs. ͑1͒-͑13͒ have been exhausted. 18 For the latter situation, while it is generally accepted that the frequency spread of the dye laser used to scan the spectrum is more or less Gaussian, the width of that Gaussian may not be precisely known, and may even possess a slight frequency dependence. The estimation of res is 0.04 cm Ϫ1 Ϯ50% for the HCN R-branch data used here. Both of these factors become less significant with increasing pressure, and by P ϭ200 Torr, for example, the imprecision in the knowledge of the instrumental resolution is effectively irrelevant. However, the diminishing of distinctive spectral features with increasing pressure, decreasing the information content of the data, means a compromise must be sought for purposes of inversion. Fortunately, even the spectrum measured at the highest pressure reported by Romanini and Lehmann ( P ϭ724.8 Torr) still contains a good deal of structure. Although inversions were performed at several pressures between Pϭ200 and Pϭ724.8 Torr for which experimental data are available, only the results for Pϭ379.9 and P ϭ724.8 Torr are reported below for the sake of brevity. These two inversions typify what was found at the other pressures.
The inversion results for Pϭ379.9 Torr, starting with WЈ 0 ϭW MEG , WЉ 0 ϭ0, are presented in Figs. 8-10 . The recovered spectrum rec () is in excellent agreement with the experimental spectrum exp () ͓see Fig. 8͑a͔͒ , fitting the spectrum well within experimental error. For comparison, the MEG law prediction is shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ Fig. 10 . Although generally small in magnitude, they are interesting in that they represent the first known determination of the off-diagonal imaginary elements. 19 The inversion algorithm converged within three iterations.
Inversion results for Pϭ724. 380 should have predicted the spectrum at this higher pressure much better than it did. Reasons for this failure to predict ͑͒ better include ͑1͒ the fact that only some of the elements of W are recovered to any degree of precision at a given pressure; that is, only the elements to which the data are significantly sensitive are improved upon over the initial guess. Other elements may not show any significant improvement, or may even diverge from their ''true'' value due to low sensitivity upon the data. At a different pressure, these elements may play a significant role in determining the spectrum. From the sensitivity analysis, these remarks seem to be especially true for the off-diagonal elements. ͑2͒ Possible inaccuracies in P,T, d or possibly even , for which the W rec matrix would attempt to compensate in order to better fit the data. When the pressure is changed, such a W matrix would not be expected to predict the spectrum well. ͑3͒ Of the same nature as ͑2͒, any discrepancy in the transition frequencies v 0 would be compensated for and added to the pressure shifts contained in W JJ Љ ͓from Eq. ͑2͒, ␦GϭϪ␦v 0 ϪiP ␦W; the condition ␦v 0 ϵ0 must be satisfied in order for Eqs. ͑8͒-͑13͒ rec . The specific recovered elements for which a detailed balance held were different at different pressures. Although this test provides an indicator as to which elements of W J,K J Ј are recovered to high precision, a reformulation of the algorithm to explicitly require the recovered W matrices to satisfy a detailed balance may improve the overall results. This was not reported here for brevity, since it was deemed useful to first test the algorithm without imposing a detailed balance to see how well the recovered, off-diagonal elements of WЈ naturally obeyed the law. It shall be reported in a subsequent paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it has been shown that, at a given temperature and pressure, absorption spectral data can be used to recover with precision those W matrix elements to which the data are sensitive. This method represents the first known technique to determine the imaginary, off-diagonal elements of the W matrix. 19 In the case study performed here, W matrices for the 106←000 overtone transition of HCN were obtained that described the observed spectra significantly better than those based upon the population transfer rate laws, such as ECS or MEG. The somewhat limited success of the recovered W matrices at the extrapolation to other pressures can be accounted for, at least in part, in that, at different pressures, the spectrum is sensitive to different elements of the W matrix to which it was not at the previous pressure ͑and hence these elements were not recovered to any degree of precision͒. The inversion algorithm, based upon the Tikhonov regularization scheme, usually converges quickly, within three to five iterations.
The calculation of more accurate W matrix elements gives rise to the possibilities of ͑1͒ additional inversion to obtain cross sections and even possibly the underlying intermolecular potential given data of sufficient quality; and ͑2͒ investigating the empirical F factor for off-diagonal elements, whose rigorous theoretical origin is somewhat ambiguous at this time. 15 Further applications of the algorithm to different systems seems in order. 
